Mutations can cause large changes in the conformation of a denatured protein.
Deletion of 13 amino acids from the carboxyl terminus of staphylococcal nuclease (WTSNase delta) results in a denatured, partially unfolded molecule that lacks significant persistent secondary structure but is relatively compact and monomeric under physiological conditions [Shortle & Meeker (1989) Biochemistry 28, 936-944; Flanagan et al. (1992) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 89, 748-752]. Because of these and other properties of the SNase delta polypeptide, it is a useful model system for investigating the conformation of the denatured state of a protein without using extreme temperature or solvent conditions. Moreover, since the modification is a carboxyl-terminal deletion, SNase delta may also resemble a transient state of the polypeptide chain as it emerges from a ribosome prior to its folding. In the present study, we have examined the sizes and conformations of mutated forms of SNase delta, using small-angle X-ray scattering and circular dichroism spectroscopy. Seven mutated forms were studied: four with single substitutions, two with double substitutions, and one triple substitution. When present in the full-length SNase, each of these mutated forms exhibited unusual behavior upon solvent or thermal denaturation. In the case of the truncated form (SNase delta), the small-angle scattering curves of the mutated forms fall into two classes: one resembling the scattering curve of compact native nuclease and the other having features consistent with those expected for an expanded coil-like polymer. In contrast, the scattering curve of WT SNase delta exhibits features intermediate between those observed for globular proteins and random polymers. The amino acid substitutions that gave rise to compact, native-like versions of SNase delta were all of the m--type (m-substitutions are predicted to decrease the size of the denatured state). Those which gave rise to versions of SNase delta that were more extended and coil-like than WT SNase delta were of the m+ type (m+ substitutions are predicted to increase the size of the denatured state). Estimates of the residual secondary structure present in WT SNase delta, as well as both the m+ and m-substituted versions of SNase delta, as determined by CD, suggest that the formation of secondary structure and compaction of the polypeptide chain occur concurrently. Our results show that single amino acid substitutions can radically alter the conformational distribution of a partially condensed polypeptide chain.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)